Retractor Banner Stands
NEW! from Consort Display Group

The Premium 3386

For the ultimate in quick and portable graphic presentations,
there’s a retractor banner stand for any level of display. Each
unit includes a carrying case for simple transport. Consort can
quickly produce and install your digital graphics for complete,
turnkey packages. Contact us today!

Deluxe Mini Retractor
Graphic size: 8.25” x 15.75”
The unit features a sturdy, tip-proof
base and permanently attached
shock-corded pole. The pole folds
down into the base for easy
2 lbs. $22.00
storage.

Graphic size: 33.5” x 86”
This unit features a pop-out wheel
with release button for complete
control over the banner tension.
Tension can be easily applied by
turning the wheel without
disassembling the entire unit.
The Premium retractor is extrasturdy due to the fold-out base
design. The banner pulls and
retracts smoothly and the telescoping pole allows for banners
of varying heights.
19 lbs. $198.00
- Silver finish
- Rugged, protective carrying case

Clip-On Display Light
12V/50W

Includes storage pouch
The vertical squeeze clip attaches to
any display with a vertical support
bar. The flexible neck allows you to
control the lighting angle.
1 lb. $42.00

The AD-vantage 3480

The Presenter 3180

Graphic size: 34.5” x 80”

Graphic size: 31” x 80”

This high quality unit is built for
maximum durability and frequent
use. Perfect for tradeshow exhibits.
12 lbs. $130.00

This lightweight retractor is
perfect for the exhibitor who
does the occasional show and in
conditions where the banner
does not change frequently.
6 lbs. $75.00

The AD-vantage 4686
Graphic size: 46.5“ x 86.5”
14 lbs. $165.00
- Silver & chrome finish
- Padded, nylon carrying case
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- Black finish
- Easy set-up, very lightweight
- 2 swivel feet for added support
-Nylon carrying case
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